Tennis Tournament Results
2019 ITA Northeast Regional Championship

Singles competition

Main Draw
1. Risa Fukushige (Skidmore) def. Cassidy Bell (St. John Fisher College) 6-0, 6-0
2. Kat Roberts (Hamilton) def. Kristen Zablonski (RIT) 4-6, 6-2, 10-6
3. Karina Jensrud (New York University) def. Alexandra Vasile (TCNJ) 6-1, 6-0
4. Zoe Davis (Ithaca) def. Sarah Mahar (Brockport) 6-1, 6-1
5. Frances Cornwall (Vassar) def. Marilena Karadimos (Union) 6-2, 6-4
6. Judy Kam (New York University) def. Leland Barclay (William Smith College) 6-2, 6-1
7. Lauren Holtzman (Hamilton) def. Abbey Reinhart (University of Rochester) 6-4, 6-2
8. Rani Jones (RPI) def. Caitlin Avery (St. Lawrence University) 6-2, 6-2
9. Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) def. Melina Stavropoulos (Vassar) 6-0, 6-4
10. Chloe Barr (RPI) def. Sophie Brown (Union) 6-2, 7-5
11. Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) def. Maggie Bonomo (William Smith College) 6-4, 6-3
12. Audrey Soohoo (Skidmore) def. Yaya Wang (University of Rochester) 6-0, 6-0
13. Lily Feldman (Skidmore) def. Sarra Yekta (Vassar) 6-0, 6-2
14. Savannah Roberts (Hamilton) def. Lilian Sullivan (St. Lawrence University) 6-4, 6-1
15. Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) def. Emily Kelly (University of Scranton) 6-0, 6-0
16. Kristia Flores (RPI) def. Claire Casalnova (RIT) 6-3, 6-1
17. Anastasiia Balyk (New York University) def. Julia Yoon (TCNJ) 6-1, 6-1
18. Tara Edwards (Vassar) def. Allie Perron (William Smith College) 6-4, 6-0
19. Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) def. Natashaia DeNunzio (University of Scranton) 1-6, 6-1, 10-3
20. Renee Karchere-Sun (Skidmore) def. Kirsten Auble (RIT) 6-1, 6-3
21. Megan Brown (Union) def. Tess Lubin (RPI) 4-6, 6-3, 10-7
22. Miriam Gandham (Vassar) def. Alexandra Dzyszewski (Ithaca) 6-0, 6-2
23. Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence University) def. Bianca Dyer (University of Rochester) 7-6, 6-3
24. Maya Lal (Skidmore) def. Phoebe Morse (Brockport) 6-1, 6-0
25. Katherine Apt (St. Lawrence University) def. Kate Foley (William Smith College) 6-2, 6-2
26. Coco Kulle (New York University) def. Shayna Ginster (RIT) 6-1, 6-1
27. Tatum Blalock (Vassar) def. Sarah Bargamian (Hamilton) 6-0, 6-3
28. Liya Davidov (TCNJ) def. Rebecca Andrews (Ithaca) 6-1, 6-1
29. Katrine Luddy (TCNJ) def. Rupa Ganesh (New York University) 6-0, 6-4
30. Dea Koiava (Skidmore) def. Kaili Saffran (St. John Fisher College) 6-1, 6-1
31. Tal Pezzuco (Union) def. Sravya Gudipudi (University of Rochester) 6-1, 6-2
32. Alex Mednikova (RPI) def. Becca Inger (Hamilton) 6-1, 6-0
33. Risa Fukushige (Skidmore) def. Kat Roberts (Hamilton) 6-0, 6-0
34. Karina Jensrud (New York University) def. Zoe Davis (Ithaca) 6-0, 6-1
35. Judy Kam (New York University) def. Frances Cornwall (Vassar), by default
36. Rani Jones (RPI) def. Lauren Holtzman (Hamilton) 6-4, 6-2
37. Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) def. Chloe Barr (RPI) 6-2, 6-2
38. Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) def. Audrey Soohoo (Skidmore) 6-2, 4-6, 10-7
39. Lily Feldman (Skidmore) def. Savannah Roberts (Hamilton) 6-1, 6-0
40. Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) def. Krisia Flores (RPI) 6-2, 6-3
41. Anastasiia Balyk (New York University) def. Tara Edwards (Vassar) 6-2, 6-2
42. Renee Karchere-Sun (Skidmore) def. Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) 6-2, 6-0
43. Miriam Gandham (Vassar) def. Megan Brown (Union) 6-1, 6-0
44. Maya Lal (Skidmore) def. Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence University) 6-0, 6-1
45. Coco Kulle (New York University) def. Katherine Apt (St. Lawrence University) 6-0, 6-1
46. Liya Davidov (TCNJ) def. Tatum Blalock (Vassar) 6-7, 7-6, 10-3
47. Dea Koiava (Skidmore) def. Katrine Luddy (TCNJ) 6-3, 6-1
48. Alex Mednikova (RPI) def. Tal Pezzuco (Union) 6-4, 6-3
49. Risa Fukushige (Skidmore) vs. Karina Jensrud (New York University) no result
50. Judy Kam (New York University) vs. Rani Jones (RPI) no result
51. Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) vs. Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) no result
52. Lily Feldman (Skidmore) vs. Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) no result
53. Anastasiia Balyk (New York University) vs. Renee Karchere-Sun (Skidmore) no result
54. Miriam Gandham (Vassar) vs. Maya Lal (Skidmore) no result
55. Coco Kulle (New York University) vs. Liya Davidov (TCNJ) no result
56. Dea Koiava (Skidmore) vs. Alex Mednikova (RPI) no result
Tennis Tournament Results
2019 ITA Northeast Regional Championship

**Doubles competition**

**Main Draw**

1. Anastasia Balyk/Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) def. Megan Brown/Sophie Brown (Union) 8-2
2. Katherine Apt/Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence University) def. Rebecca Andrews/Zoe Davis (Ithaca) 8-1
3. Liya Davidov/Katrine Luddy (TCNJ) def. Tatum Blalock/Melina Stavropoulos (Vassar), by default
5. Jenny Landells/Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) def. Rani Jones/Alex Mednikova (RPI) 8-3
6. Rola Abouzeina/Sravya Gudipudi (University of Rochester) def. Gabriella Dadoly/Maddie Nasch (St. Lawrence University) 8-1
7. Miriam Gandham/Sarra Yekta (Vassar) def. Renee Karchere-Sun/Audrey Soohoo (Skidmore) 8-3
8. Rupa Ganesh/Kate Shaffer (New York University) def. Sarah Bargamian/Savannah Roberts (Hamilton) 8-5
9. Chloe Barri/Krisia Flores (RPI) def. Charlotte Engebret/Ikay Nguyen (William Smith College) 8-1
10. Lauren Holtzman/Kat Roberts (Hamilton) def. Alexandra Dyszewski/Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) 8-3
11. Anusha Rangu/Alexandria Vasile (TCNJ) def. Kirsten Aublic/Kristen Zablonski (RIT) 8-7
12. Risa Fukushige/Chantalh Thongphok (Skidmore) def. Marilena Karadimou/Tal Pezzuco (Union) 8-2
13. Abbey Reinhart/Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) def. Caitlyn Avery/Lillian Sullivan (St. Lawrence University) 8-2
14. Judy Kam/Coco Kulle (New York University) def. Marissa Campo/Nastashia DeNunzio (University of Scranton) 8-0
15. Jessica Ampel/Maya Lal (Skidmore) def. Cassidy Bell/Kaili Saffran (St. John Fisher College) 8-0
16. Frances Cornwall/Tara Edwards (Vassar) def. Elizabeth Bean/L. Coleman-Lawrence (Brockport) 8-0
17. Anastasia Balyk/Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) def. Katherine Apt/Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence University) 8-0
18. Katrine Luddy/Liya Davidov (TCNJ) def. Claire Casnalova/Shayna Ginster (RIT) 8-2
19. Jenny Landells/Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) def. Sravya Gudipudi/Rola Abouzeina (University of Rochester) 8-5
20. Miriam Gandham/Sarra Yekta (Vassar) def. Rupa Ganesh/Kate Shaffer (New York University) 8-7
21. Kat Roberts/Lauren Holtzman (Hamilton) def. Chloe Barri/Krisia Flores (RPI) 8-4
22. Risa Fukushige/Chantalh Thongphok (Skidmore) def. Alexandria Vasile/Anusha Rangu (TCNJ) 8-3
23. Judy Kam/Coco Kulle (New York University) def. Abbey Reinhart/Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) 8-5
24. Jessica Ampel/Maya Lal (Skidmore) def. Frances Cornwall/Tara Edwards (Vassar) 8-6
25. Anastasia Balyk/Anna Maria Buraya (New York University) vs. Liya Davidov/Katrine Luddy (TCNJ) no result
26. Jenny Landells/Charlotte Roarty (TCNJ) vs. Miriam Gandham/Sarra Yekta (Vassar) no result
27. Lauren Holtzman/Kat Roberts (Hamilton) vs. Risa Fukushige/Chantalh Thongphok (Skidmore) no result
28. Judy Kam/Coco Kulle (New York University) vs. Jessica Ampel/Maya Lal (Skidmore) no result

**Tournament notes:**